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THE ORGANIZATION AND FUNCTIONING
OF AN OFFICE
the subject assigned, we must bear in mind
INthatCONSIDERING
its breadth necessitates more or less general treatment. The
term "office" is applied to so many and so varied an assortment of
groups that to discuss its organization and its proper functioning
intelligently we must first of all determine what we mean by
"office" and secondly, develop a hypothetical outline of an office
organization.
The term "office" is generally applied to any place in which the
work is done with paper, pen and ink. Technically speaking, and
for the purposes of this paper, it is that place wherein relations
with the outside public are centered through its usual agencies of
correspondence, billing, credits, collections and receiving and
handling orders. The office and the sales department are the two
great links through which the organization contacts with the
business world. The office contacts with prospective and actual
customers. These contacts should be regulated carefully since by
the attitude shown at those points the policy of the firm may and
many times is judged. It is essential, therefore, in setting up an
office to see that it properly reflects our policy and that our policy
is right. The office must coordinate and direct all the inside activities of the enterprise. Its importance grows as competitive
conditions demand accurate costs, reliable forecasts, and efficient
economical planning and operation.
It may be interesting to note the phenomenal growth of the
office to prove its increasing importance. The census of 1 9 2 0
showed a total of 2,951,000 office workers as compared with only
172,000 in 1880. In 1 9 2 o this figure represented 10.2Jo of all
wage- earners, excluding the agricultural industry, as compared
with 1.89x' in 1880. In the past business men have looked upon
the office as a non - productive element and a more or less necessary
evil. They have resented any additions to this so- called non -productive payroll, but in spite of this antipathy the growth outlined
above has developed and business men today are beginning to
realize that the increase is justified. This growth in the number
of office employees seems even more phenomenal when we con 485
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sider the large number of labor- saving devices which have been
introduced into the office during this period. It has been proven
many times that an organization comprising two hundred workmen with a small inadequate office force will not produce as much
volume or create as much profit as would a similar organization
comprised of one hundred and twenty -five workmen with an efficient office where proper planning and records are maintained. It
seems probable that the percentage of office workers to others will
not continue to grow as fast as in the past. It does seem logical,
however, that conditions will force a very great increase in the
number whose functions include budgeting, planning and research.
Every office should have an organization chart, conspicuously
displayed. It is the surest, quickest and most lucid means for the
employee to visualize and realize what the organization is, to whom
he is responsible, who are responsible to him, and where to find
what the responsibilities and functions of others are. The organization of the office, however, presents an opportunity for prolonged discussion if we are each to champion our own ideas of
what the proper organization chart would disclose. It is difficult
to find a scientific basis for the discussion of the problem of organization. Such solutions as are arrived at of necessity must be
philosophical. Few students of the problem agree on even the
most fundamental principles. Again, the problems of a small concern will suggest an organization which may be radically different
from that which seems to fit a larger institution.
Organization can be defined briefly as the arrangement of the
various activities of an enterprise required by its management to
properly direct its operation. It must include the laying out of
the scope and limits of action for each group, place definite limits
of responsibility, and coordinate the various groups for the harmonious functioning of the enterprise as a whole. We must develop, therefore, certain definite responsibilities and build the
necessary departments around them.
Many plans or charts have been advocated by various authorities.
Prominent among them is what is known as the "Military" form
of organization. Under this plan there is one man at the head and
directly responsible to him one person has unlimited control over
a specific branch of work. Authority flows down through these
various heads to the men below. It is the old so called "one -man
486
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organization" plan which sometimes proves efficient when the man
at the head is extremely capable but often comes to grief when he
is removed. The chief objections to it, therefore, are first, that it
imposes upon one man so much of thinking, planning and doing
that such a many -sided individual is hard to find and, a second one
to take his place, even harder. Secondly, it does not give the cohesion required for efficient operation.
Another plan, originated by Frederick W. Taylor is known as
the "Functional" plan. Under this plan, all work is analysed to
its final elements. These elements are then studied to determine
how they can be handled best. Detailed written instructions would
be compiled covering the work and the employee trained until he
became proficient. There would be one person at the head of each
department who would supervise this training and endeavor constantly to improve each operation. Under this plan each employee,
whether executive or clerk, would have the fewest possible duties
to perform. The purchasing agent, for example, would have nothing to do with the purely office duties. All office functions would
come under the office manager and his chief clerk. Objections to
this plan are that it accents the machine idea of the work and that
it lacks humaneness. To this might be added the question of developing an office manager who could supervise capably all operations.
Harrington Emerson advocates what is known as the "Line -andStaff" organization. This is a rather elaborate plan, which would
only be used to its fullest extent in a large organization. It corresponds closely to the plan in use in modern armies. The staff is
composed of experts in various branches of the company's business, who determine the best methods for doing the work. The
line is composed of the department heads, assistants and employees,
so arranged according to definite lines of authority, as always to
have someone in charge of each line. The line carries out the
orders of the staff and consults it for advice in any unusual situation. The staff may include part-time experts employed on a retainer basis as well as full -time executives. This plan seems to
have a great deal of merit. It has more of the human element in
it than the other plans and produces cohesion.
Not to be outdone by these experts and because as I stated before, we do not all agree, I have developed a chart of my own,
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copies of which have been distributed among you (See Figure I).
This is somewhat of a cross among the three plans described,
although rather revolutionary in one or two respects. As we review it, we must bear in mind that it is presumed to cover a manufacturing organization, of rather large size, prepared to produce,
store and distribute locomotives, rat -traps or what have you.
The one feature most radical is that I place the Controller on a
par with the other staff officers, he being elected to the position by
the Board of Directors, of which he would be a member as would
the other three men listed just below the General Manager. Another departure from many of the older organization plans is the
placing of Welfare and Employment under direct supervision of
the General Manager, rather than under the factory supervision.
The modern trend, however, involving, as it does, pensions, death
benefits and various forms of welfare and service affecting all employees justifies, in my opinion, the segregation of this general
function from the factory supervision. Since the first workmen's
compensation law was enacted in igio the position of the Supervisor of Welfare has increased in importance until today the protection of his employer's interests, in this respect, is in itself a
sufficiently serious matter to insure the need of a man of exceptional ability. The management of this work together with the
many other features under his jurisdiction should place this general function in a very important position on the organization chart.
The allocation of departments under this plan might be subject
to some adjustment under certain circumstances. For example,
in this chart the Traffic Department operates under the supervision
of the Director of Manufacturing. This, I believe, is where it
should be when the securing of materials is a large item and where
completed product is shipped to various warehouses, for distribution to customers on an F. O. B. basis. On the other hand, when
the securing of materials is not a serious matter and the distribution to customers is a problem, it might be logical to assign supervision to the Director of Sales. The chart provided should prove
adequate for any large industrial plant. In a very large organization it might be deemed advisable to expand this staff control by
separating Engineering, Credits, Advertising or any other function
which assumes great enough importance to warrant it. Should the
Board of Directors be composed of inactive members or meet on
488
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rather infrequent occasions, it might be advisable to have an
Executive Committee, composed principally of the staff officers,
to control operations currently. Other committees should be kept
at a minimum as committee results usually develop into the results
of some individual in the long run. Where matters of policy are
involved, committee action is to be favored. We will not attempt,
however, within the scope of this paper to enter into any further
analysis of this feature.
In my opinion, while the staff and department heads should do
the planning and formulate policies, suggestions from the line
workers should be welcomed and encouraged by financial reward.
Stimulate the initiative of each employee in any way possible. The
line workers of today are the planners of tomorrow.
To clarify the chart we will review briefly the functions of the
staff officers and departments listed.
The President, when not attempting to sink twenty foot putts,
will function as General Manager. Perhaps later, when the sale
of rat -traps has placed us on easy street, we may let him have
a senior Vice - President who will act in the capacity of General
Manager. Meanwhile, he will cary out the orders of the Board
of Directors, maintain company policies, co- ordinate the major
functions of the business and preside at Executive Committee
meetings.
The Director of Manufacturing, who may also be a Vice- President, manages the various factory operations. The functions of
Production and Engineering need not be discussed in considering
office functions. The Purchasing Department will do the buying,
check quantities and prices and maintain, through a storekeeping
group, stock records and requirements. Approval of the Executive Committee may be required on large raw material contracts,
heavy equipment purchases, or other large unusual expenditures.
The Traffic Department will handle all incoming and outgoing
freight and express, check rates, and so forth. The Cost Department, in addition to furnishing costs and estimates, will control
the timekeeping function, record all variations from standards, and
periodically tie their costs into the general books. This department,
while under direct supervision of the Director of Manufacturing
would be subject to some functional control on the part of the
Controller.
490
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With the marked progress now being made by industry toward
proper budgetary control, standardized operations and thorough
commercial research, the Controller, heading these important functions, becomes daily of more and more importance and value to the
organization. His duties are so varied that I would hesitate to
attempt to enumerate them, except that they concern us, as accountants, more than do those of any other official. His specific duties
include the supervision of his own departments, the supervision of
standardizing and systematizing all records and office methods, approval of all new forms, the taking of inventories and the preparation of tax reports, forecasts, and budgets. He must work to reduce the cost of record and office work generally, must interpret
various reports, keep informed on new equipment, cooperate with
others in improving company operations, make special investigations at the request of the Board of Directors or General Manager,
question unusual expenditures when they appear questionable and
provide the management with the necessary information to guide
them when additions to capital accounts or major repairs are being
considered. He should see that reports furnished are actually understood and used and that useless reports and unnecessary expenses are eliminated. When you consider the scope of his activities, of which the foregoing are a few, you will perhaps not wonder why I place him as a Director of the company.
The Accounting function, under his jurisdiction, would include
the operating of the general books, the compilation of profit and
loss statements, balance sheets, and other reports, supervision of
district office accounting, if any, accounts receivable and accounts
payable ledgers and control of all petty cash and banking
transactions.
The Auditing group would check up periodically on the various
functions not only of the Accounting Division, but of the Cost Department, storekeeping, inventories, and so forth, as well.
The Budgeting function would include sales budgets, developed
from statistics and past experience, in conjunction with the Sales
Department. It also would provide budgets for all departments
of the organization.
Statistical data would be compiled not only for use in setting
budgets and in forecasting, but also for use in cases where the
Sales or some other division required some specific data. If, for
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example, our Sales Manager wanted to know what the possible
market for rat -traps was in Columbus, our efficient Statistical Department would supply him, not only with the number of possible
users and the number of inferior competitive types in use, but with
the number of potential victims as well.
The Systems Department would create and maintain a manual
covering all standard office operations for use both at the. home
office and even more effectively, at district offices, if any are maintained. The value of standardized methods must not be underestimated. An office manual is especially important when opening a new branch office or in breaking in new help, where details
may be overlooked in instructing verbally. Other functions would
be the study of new equipment and systems, preparation of new
forms and continual, never - ending study of ways and means to improve operations and reduce costs.
The function of Taxes and Insurance, especially when operating
in many states, becomes an increasingly important one. The trend
toward higher local and state taxes makes it necessary to keep
informed on the tax situation constantly, in addition to which
there is the Federal tax work to be handled.
The Secretary- Treasurer might, from the nature of the work,
and because he is interested in safeguarding the physical properties of the company, take an interest and work with the Controller in matters of taxes and insurance. His direct duties would
include the keeping of corporate records, dividends and stock records, signing of checks, controlling of investments, maintaining
bank connections, arranging loans if needed and supervising
credits. The credit function would include passing of credits,
following up of collections and supervising district office credits,
if district ledgers are maintained.
The Director of Sales, who might also be a Vice President,
would control all Sales and Advertising activities, which we will
not discuss in this paper.
Legal work may or may not require full time services of attorneys. In any event such services should be under the jurisdiction of the General Manager. Welfare has already been referred
to and needs no further comment here.
The Office Supervisor would control all general office functions
not specifically assigned elsewhere. Under his jurisdiction would
492
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come those operations which can and should be centralized for the
sake of efficiency and economy. Stenographic service, for instance,
for the entire office should be centralized under a head stenographer. So far as possible, stenographers and typists should be
grouped into one department, its location preferably being an alcove or enclosed office where typing noises and gum chewing will
not distract. When for some reason a stenographer's desk must
be elsewhere or her time is entirely taken up by the work of one
individual, she should still be considered as part of the Stenographic Department. Such centralization is especially effective
when peak loads are encountered, or when it becomes necessary to
curb infraction of general office rules. In like manner, Filing
should be centralized. In some organizations, central computing
and central tabulating groups can be operated effectively. The
functions of Billing and Intercommunication require no comment.
The Mailing Department can be utilized, beyond its usual functions, as a training school for future clerks. In hiring office boys
and girls, who would report to this department, care should be
used to see that these newcomers are good timber for more responsible future positions. Their duties, as messengers, should
permit of a period each day in which they can be trained for junior
clerical positions. Opportunity should be given them to learn to
operate calculating machines, typewriters, and other office equipment. In the larger cities many of the calculating machine companies operate schools which can be utilized in this connection. The
public night schools also offer an opportunity for them to specialize. This practice not only prepares the boy or girl better to cope
with the business world but it pays its way for the company by
having available trained juniors ready to step into other positions
at lower rates than experienced help from the outside would demand. An added advantage would be the fact that these juniors
would already have a knowledge of the organization and the organization a knowledge of the character and ability of the employee.
The heading referred to as "General" would include the maintenance of all general office rules and regulations, such as rules
governing tardiness, absence, vacations and orderliness, which
affect all employees. The enforcement of these rules is important
and may at times require considerable diplomacy but good management cannot be secured without their rigid enforcement. The re493
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sponsibility for maintaining and manning the reception room would
also come under this heading. The office supervisor should check
up on and control those physical conditions which make for good
office environment. He should see that office walls and ceilings are
kept finished in a light color, windows cleaned, floors swept, equipment dusted, washrooms cared for, waste baskets provided, desks
uniform in design, color and placement, that desks and tables are
cleared each night and that conditions generally tend to make the
office an inviting and efficient place to work.
With our chart developed and our various duties and responsibities all definitely assigned, we can proceed with the remaining
necessary steps to insure efficient functioning. The first step is
office location and layout. In considering location, study should
be made of the neighborhood, proximity to the plant, if an industrial organization, the labor market for clerical help, and space
value. If possible a location where street noises may distract,
where smoke and fumes may annoy or where vibration from heavy
machinery may disturb, should be avoided.
In laying out the office consideration must be given to ventilation
and light, both of which are important if efficiency is to result. If
possible rectangular spaces of larger area are to be preferred to
smaller irregular spaces. Where space will permit the office should
be confined to a single floor. The departments themselves should
be carefully laid out to avoid unnecessary steps and to facilitate
the smooth flow of work. Departments having direct contact with
the public should be placed so as to make it unnecessary f or the
public to pass through the general offices. Noise - making office
equipment should, if possible, be segregated from the rest of the
office, and everything possible done to minimize office noises. Any
departments, which from the nature of the work, must present an
untidy appearance should be so arranged as not to be visible to the
public.
The next step in our set -up is the matter of personnel employed
to carry out the office operations. When a piece of equipment costing $20,000.00 is to be purchased, the management is very careful
to see that it is needed, that it will prove efficient and warrant the
outlay. When a new employee is hired at $ioo .00 per month you
are contracting to spend the interest on $20,000.00. It behooves
us, therefore, to choose new help carefully. New employees should
494
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be informed very completely, at the time of their employment,
just what their responsibilities are, what the policies and products
of the company are, what the general office rules and regulations
are, and what their future prospects are. Replacements in the
higher - salaried positions should be made so far as possible by
promotion. In many instances this will cause promotion to several,
will instill new hopes and ambitions and will broaden the experience of the workers involved.
The responsibility for securing proper functioning lies chiefly
with the department heads. Any supervisor of office labor, if he
is to get the closest cooperation and loyalty of those under him
must have those attributes which attract cooperation and loyalty.
Those requisites are friendliness, honesty, fairness, democracy,
courtesy, respect, tact, enthusiasm, self- control, dependability,
thoroughness, cheerfulness, cooperativeness, patience, appreciation
and open- mindedness. If you have all sixteen of these qualities
you should be a successful supervisor. If you ha ve not by a ll
means develop them. Most of you no doubt have supervisory
positions and for this reason I would like to leave this thought
with you. Any man who has people under his supervision has a
deep moral obligation toward them because he has it largely within
his power to build them to successes or drive them to failures. He
has two principal duties, those dealing with office operations and
those dealing with human relations.
The matter of salaries is naturally important if we are to maintain a happy efficient office. Cheap help generally delivers cheap
work, so adopt the policy of paying good salaries and expecting
good results. Requests for increases should originate with the department head. His suggestion should be acted upon by a "Salary
and Welfare" committee, whose acts would be ratified by the General Manager. This committee should be a permanent group, appointed by the General Manager, composed of executive representatives of the factory, sales and office divisions. The committee
would also pass upon requests for additional help, transfers between departments, extra salary allowances due to sickness, pensions, death - benefits and other such matters. Its actions should
be based upon certain predetermined policies which must be carefully prepared, premised upon fair dealings with the employees.
Do not attempt to satisfy disgruntled employees by vague
495
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promises. If an employee has reached the limit of his salary in a
certain position and if the opportunity for promotion seems remote, tell him the facts in the case frankly and if he is not satisfied
to await his opportunity, give him a reasonable amount of time in
which to find another position elsewhere. You will have done him
a favor and will have improved your office morale. Daniel Baker
says, "The atmosphere of any place of business is often determined
by the mental attitude of the majority of those who live in it ".
This is true and we must know, therefore, the mental attitude of
our employees.
Develop the practice of periodically sitting down with each of
your employees and entering frankly into a discussion of their
work and their prospects. Learn their individual problems, whether
financial or otherwise, try to help them with their problems, show
them that you are sincerely interested in their welfare, and you
will find that you have gained their confidence. Better work and
cooperation will result from the practice and you are going a little
beyond the matter of office operations and dealing in human
relations.
Such an interest in the welfare of those under you goes much
further, in my opinion, toward creating good will and contented
workers than many of the ideas which I have heard expressed and
of which T have read, which are intended to smooth the path of
the employee in his work. I do not feel that putting oriental rugs
upon the floors, fresh flowers daily upon the desks, beautiful pictures upon the walls and free shoe - shining services are nearly as
condusive to good results as are adequate salaries, a clearly defined
future program, and the employee's knowledge that you are interested earnestly and sincerely in him and his problems.
The complaint is often heard that while the office may cooperate
within itself, there is a lack of cooperation where the office contacts with the factory. This condition is quite natural but is not
one that cannot be overcome. We in the office are likely to forget
that the man at the bench has hopes and ambitions just as we do.
We may not appreciate that his work, in its way, is just as necessary as our own. He, on the other hand, doing the physical work
may not feel that we in the office are contributing particularly, because he does not realize the necessity of proper records and
planning.
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Let us, therefore, stress the fact that in this company of ours we
are all working toward a common goal, the production and sale of
rat- traps. Through the many educational opportunities offered in
industry to our shop men, especially to those of foreign birth, let
us teach loyalty. Instill loyalty in the man's heart for his country,
his community and his company. That loyalty can only be secured
and held, however, through mutual confidence.
Arrange joint meetings of office and shop employees and trips
through the factory for office workers. If you have a foremen's
club, devote more time to stressing cooperation and not quite so
much to specific shop or office problems or topics. Develop at least
part of your office force from employees transferred from the factory. Encourage the factory men to develop their initiative by
the use of suggestion awards. The suspicion and misunderstanding of factory foremen with regard to various reports furnished
him can be removed if only at the time the report is introduced an
adequate explanation of its need, its purpose, and its value to him,
is given. In other words, let us go a little more than half way in
educating the factory man to the value of cooperation and I feel
certain that he will meet your advances.
In closing I should like to summarize very briefly, by giving you
what I consider ten commandments for insuring the proper functioning of an office.
i. Build your organization around definite, clearly outlined responsibilities.
2. Plan the physical location and layout of the office on an efficient basis.
3. Employ only high types of men and women.
4. Maintain orderliness, cleanliness and adherence to rules and
regulations.
5. Operate under complete budgetary control.
6. Provide an office manual for all standard operations.
7. Offer fair remuneration and an opportunity for advancement.
8. Practice economy by eliminating useless reports, obsolete equipment and unnecessary help.
9. Strive always for improved operations through research and
study in all departments.
ro. Through department heads, instill a spirit of loyalty and
team -work.
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